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The world is thirsty.

We are at a watershed moment in human history. The 
world’s demand for fresh water is growing so fast that 
by 2030, agriculture, industry, and expanding cities will 
face such scarce supplies that the confrontation could 
disrupt economic development and threaten political 
stability and public health.

The greatest challenge is to align values, value, 
awareness, and resolve.

The solutions — from policy and conservation to 
innovation and investment — all require commitment. 
Shared values form the common reference points that 
drive urgency and action.

GLOBAL DIALOGUE: 
Our goal is to engage a worldwide audience in this watershed moment. Beginning 
on World Water Day 2017, we seek to create a common language for change that 
amplifies voices, perspectives, and experience from around the world.

Encourage your communities to join this global dialogue LIVE on Facebook 
where they can participate and ask questions.  facebook.com/valuesofwater



AGENDA

J. Carl Ganter/Circle of Blue



MUSICAL INTRODUCTION 
“Invocation” was composed by Michael Fitzpatrick inside the womb of the Earth: Mammoth Cave, the 
largest cave-system in the world. The composition is designed to “move the inner waters,” connecting 
the listener to their primordial depths while simultaneously linking them to the waters of the great 
Oceans, Rivers, Lakes and Streams, sonically illuminating the connectivity of all of Life to Water. 

Michael Fitzpatrick, Cellist

WELCOME
 Dr. (h.c.) Nik Gowing, Watershed Anchor/Moderator

 H.E. Cardinal Gianfranco Ravasi, President of the Pontifical Council for 
 Culture and of the Pontifical Commission of Sacred Archaeology

 H.E. Archbishop Paul Richard Gallagher, Secretary for Relations with   
 States, Holy See’s Secretariat of State

 Prof. Ernst Ulrich von Weizsäcker, Co-President, The Club of Rome

 Silvia Zimmermann del Castillo, Co-Director, Watershed

 Joerg Geier, Associate Director, Watershed

“Practical and philosophical questions merge as we address 
best solutions to the fresh water challenges.”

Prof. Ernst Ulrich von Weizsäcker 
Co-President, The Club of RomeJ. Carl Ganter/Circle of Blue



SESSION 1 

WATER NEXUS
A global awakening to water at the center

MAKING THE LEAP INTO THE NEXUS 

 Dr. Rabi Mohtar, Founding Director, Qatar Energy and Environment Research  
 Institute; TEES Endowed Professor, Texas A&M University

WATER AT THE CROSSROADS: A GLOBAL COMMONS
Farming, mining, urban growth, and other pressures contribute to dry lakes and 
depleted aquifers. Old models for conserving and protecting fresh water supplies 
are no longer up to the task. How can an inclusive approach for people and 
nature shift policy and inform coordinated responses? 

 H.E. Minister (Dr.) Seleshi Bekele Awulachew, Ministry of Water, Irrigation  
 and Electricity, Ethiopia

 Dr. Fred Boltz, Managing Director for Ecosystems, Rockefeller Foundation

 Dr. Assia Bensalah Alaoui, Ambassador at Large for H.M. the King of Morocco

 J. Carl Ganter, Co-Founder and Director, Circle of Blue

WATER AND HUMANITY
The belief that water is sacred is not confined to a single tradition.  
Nearly every religion has something to say about the special role that 
water plays in spiritual lives. Every being on Earth — plant, animal, and 
human alike — needs clean water to live.

 H.E. Cardinal Peter Kodwo Appiah Turkson, Prefect, Dicastery for the   
 Promotion of Integral Human Development 



WATER OR FOOD: INNOVATIONS IN WATER MODELS FOR  
AGRICULTURE, INDUSTRY, AND COMMUNITIES
Based on 200 cases from around the world — from the provision of free drinking 
water to refugees by regenerating forests, to the production of paper without 
water, the farming of tomatoes that produce water, and the production of gas that 
generates drinking water — it appears that a fundamental transformation of the 
“water supply and consumption” system is imminent and transformative.

 Prof. Gunter Pauli, Sustainability Entrepreneur; Author, The Blue Economy

20 MINUTE BREAK
Please be back in your seats as we will begin promptly.

LIFE ON A PALE BLUE DOT
There is only one Earth and 97 percent of the water on it is undrinkable. An 
astronaut sees this constraint more clearly than most people. What lessons does 
space travel hold from living in a closed ecosystem?

 Dr. Kathryn D. Sullivan, Lindbergh Fellow for Aerospace History, Smithsonian  
 Institute; NOAA administrator (ret.) and NASA astronaut (ret.)

MAKING THE MOST OF LIFE ON THE BLUE PLANET 

  Matt Damon, Academy Award Winning Actor, Co-Founder Water.org  
 (video message) 
 



SESSION 2 

WATER STORIES
Who we are, what we have in common

HOW STORYTELLING WILL REFRESH 
THE GLOBAL WATER DIALOGUE
Compelling stories have heroes and villains, victims, and conflicts. Maybe the 
villain is a microscopic disease that makes children sick. Maybe it is a flood or 
a drought. What if the hero is you? What happens when you put yourself in the 
picture? How can stories lead to relevancy and involvement?

 Scott Harrison, CEO, Charity:Water



WATER WISDOM, SACRED LEGACY: HOW ORAL HISTORY
AND TRADITION CAN INFORM THE FUTURE 
Water connects across time, words, images, folklore, science, and emotion. There 
is a reason that throughout history springs have been considered sacred and 
rivers holy.

 Dr. Malidoma Somé, West African Elder, author and teacher, Burkina Faso

THE BREATH OF WATERS — LIQUID LINKS BETWEEN WATER 
AND AESTHETICS
Civilization protects and preserves the things it values most, calling them 
“priceless” and collecting them in museums for all to see. Leonardo Da Vinci 
called water the “driving force of all nature.”

 Eriberto Eulisse, Director of Civiltà dell’Acqua and manager,  
 Water Museum of Venice, Italy

20 MINUTE BREAK
Please be back in your seats as we will begin promptly.

“Access to safe drinkable water is a basic and universal human right […] 
is essential to human survival and […] is a condition for the exercise of other human rights.”

Pope Francis 
Encyclical Letter Laudato si’, Chapter 2, para. 30



SESSION 3 

WATER: SHARED VALUES
Finding common ground and sharing responsibility 
on a planet with finite resources

WATER FOR ALL:
HUMAN RIGHTS PERSPECTIVE AND EMPOWERMENT

The United Nations acknowledged in 2010 that water is a human right, which 
set the stage for better addressing one of the most fundamental failures of 20th 
century development.

 Dr. Peter Gleick, President Emeritus and Chief Scientist, Pacific Institute   
 (Remote Interview)

 Dr. Sara Ahmed, Gender and Water Specialist; Board Member, WaterAid India

 Ambassador (Dr.) Godknows Boladei Igali, Former Secretary of Power and  
 Water Resources of Nigeria

 Yusuf Nessary, Social Entrepreneur and Founder, Zam Zam Water

WHAT WE DO TODAY IS OUR CHILDREN’S FUTURE 

The numbers are appalling. One-third of schools worldwide lack access to safe 
water and sanitation. Every 90 seconds, a child dies from a water-related disease. 
Some 160 million children suffer from stunting and chronic malnutrition linked to 
water and sanitation. Diarrhea is the third leading cause of child deaths, a majori-
ty of which are water-related. How can the world respond?

 Kajsa Dahlström, Founder and President, Globetree



WATER IN PEACE

The health and welfare of refugees is a global crisis, and water is once again at 
the nexus. How can nations work together to provide the basic human right of 
access to water? What is the role for water diplomacy? 

 HRH Prince El Hassan bin Talal of Jordan, Chairman of the Royal Institute 
 for Inter-Faith Studies, Amman, Jordan (video message)

WATER’S FUTURE: VALUING THE INVALUABLE

How can we redefine water’s future as the underpinning of human well-being, 
environmental sustainability, planetary resilience, and equitable growth?

 Jennifer J. Sara, Director, Water Global Practice, World Bank

 Dr. Fred Boltz, Managing Director for Ecosystems, Rockefeller Foundation

OUR WATERSHED MOMENT:
THE 21ST CENTURY RENAISSANCE

What matters, what is possible, and what is ahead?  

 Dr. Ian Goldin, Oxford University Professor of Globalisation and Development  
 and a Senior Fellow at the Martin School

“Watershed is a call for action, for us all to better understand  
and address humanity’s global water challenges.”

Graeme Maxton 
Secretary-General, The Club of Rome



CLOSING

WATER: A CALL FOR ACTION
Where do we go from here?

 Msgr. Tomasz Trafny, Head of Science and Faith Department,  
 Pontifical Council for Culture

 Graeme Maxton, Secretary-General, The Club of Rome

MUSICAL CLOSING 
“Song of the Birds” performed by Michael Fitzpatrick, Cellist

“Access to safe drinkable water is a basic and universal human right […] is essential to  
human survival and […] is a condition for the exercise of other human rights.”

Pope Francis 
Encyclical Letter Laudato si’, Chapter 2, para. 30

TAKE PART: SHARE YOUR WATER STORY 
How do water values and value shape life and community?
worldwatervalues.org
#mywaterstory



“Access to safe drinkable water is a basic and universal human right […] is essential to  
human survival and […] is a condition for the exercise of other human rights.”

Pope Francis 
Encyclical Letter Laudato si’, Chapter 2, para. 30 J. Carl Ganter/Circle of Blue



WATERSHED CO-HOSTS

Pontifical Council for Culture
The Vatican’s Pontifical Council for Culture, organizing body of the conference, traces 
its origins to the Second Vatican Council (opened in 1962) which addresses relations 
between the Catholic Church, science, other religions and the modern world. The  
Pontifical Council for Culture emphasizes shared values in a dynamic, complex and 
multiform world of contemporary culture.

The Club of Rome
The Club of Rome, conference co-host, is a global think tank. Members are notable 
scientists, economists, businessmen, high level civil servants and former heads of state 
from around the world who share a common concern for the future of humanity. The 
Club of Rome’s mission is to promote understanding of the global challenges facing 
humanity and to propose solutions through scientific analysis, communication and  
advocacy. Recognizing the inter-connectedness of today’s global challenges, the Club 
of Rome’s distinct perspective is holistic, systemic and long-term. It has National  
Association in more than 30 countries and is supported by a Secretariat located in 
Winterthur, Switzerland. The Club of Rome conducts research and hosts debates,  
conferences, lectures, high-level meetings and events.

“The old assumptions about what was normal are being tossed out the window.”
Dr. Peter Gleick 

President Emeritus and Chief Scientist, Pacific Institute

J. Carl Ganter/Circle of Blue



PROJECT COLLABORATORS

Circle of Blue
Circle of Blue is recognized globally for its trusted reportage about the competition  
between water, food and energy in a changing climate. Its founders and staff have 
been part of the largest publishing events in history, have set agendas, changed policy, 
achieved breakthroughs in data management, edited major magazines, addressed  
Congress, orchestrated Olympic bids, and coached legions of talented young people.  
J. Carl Ganter, Circle of Blue’s founder, is recipient of the Rockefeller Foundation  
Centennial Innovation Award, is past vice chairman of the World Economic Forum Global 
Agenda Council on Water Security, and currently serves on the Forum’s Global Future 
Council on the Environment and its New Vision for Agriculture Leadership Network.

Étage Creative
Étage is a team of thinkers, creators and producers that engage audiences with world 
changing ideas. Their ability to articulate complex concepts through a layered platform  
of words, media and graphics creates an audience experience that is profoundly  
memorable well after the event.

Co-Founders Sophia Larroque and Chris Fitzgerald started the agency with a shared 
passion for storytelling. After graduating from Stanford University, Sophia traveled the 
world producing international events of all sizes. Her focus is on unique, creative  
executions and flawless production. Chris has more than 30 years of experience  
converting complex concepts into powerful ideas & images. He worked at The Wall 
Street Journal for more than 15 years in Europe and the US, where he helped track some 
of the world’s most profound changes.

“The old assumptions about what was normal are being tossed out the window.”
Dr. Peter Gleick 

President Emeritus and Chief Scientist, Pacific Institute

“Watershed marks the launch of a new chapter in the global water dialogue--  
a dialogue that is more inclusive, more informed and more capable of effecting  

long term change around the values and value of water.”
Msgr. Tomasz Trafny 

Head of Science and Faith Department, Pontifical Council for Culture, The Vatican

J. Carl Ganter/Circle of Blue



STAY INFORMED.  
STAY CONNECTED.

SHARE YOUR WATER STORY.

worldwatervalues.org
info@worldwatervalues.org

Instagram
@mywaterstory

LIVE STREAMING PROVIDED BY  
FACEBOOK

EDUCATION PARTNERS
PROJECT WET

CENTER FOR EMERGING MEDIA DESIGN
& DEVELOPMENT, BALL STATE UNIVERSITY

facebook.com/valuesofwater

For speaker information, visit worldwatervalues.org


